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SUMMARY In machine translation (MT) mediated human-to-human
communication, it is not an easy task to select the languages and translation services to be used as the users have various language backgrounds and
skills. Our previous work introduced the best-balanced machine translation
mechanism (BBMT) to automatically select the languages and translation
services so as to equalize the language barriers of participants and to guarantee their equal opportunities in joining conversations. To assign proper
languages to be used, however, the mechanism needs information of the
participants’ language skills, typically participants’ language test scores.
Since it is important to keep test score confidential, as well as other sensitive information, this paper introduces agents, which exchange encrypted
information, and secure computation to ensure that agents can select the
languages and translation services without destroying privacy. Our contribution is to introduce a multi-agent system with secure computation that
can protect the privacy of users in multilingual communication. To our best
knowledge, it is the first attempt to introduce multi-agent systems and secure computing to this area. The key idea is to model interactions among
agents who deal with user’s sensitive data, and to distribute calculation
tasks to three diﬀerent types of agents, together with data encryption, so no
agent is able to access or recover participants’ score.
key words: secured implementation, user privacy, multilingual communication support

1.

Introduction

In multilingual communication, machine translation(MT) is
a useful tool to overcome the language barrier. There are
many MT services available with varied quality, but sometimes users’ foreign language skill can yield better results in
terms of communication if the MT quality is too low. For
example, when there are two users and they have English
as a shared language but with diﬀerent proficiency, they can
choose to use MT or English for communication. If the MT
services they use have low quality, using English could be a
better communication channel. When there are more users
with various language skills, it becomes more diﬃcult to decide what languages and which services to be used.
In 2018, we have already proposed a solution called
best-balanced machine translation method [1]. Since it is
diﬃcult for a human to decide what languages should be
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used when there is a group of people who speak diﬀerent languages and have diﬀerent levels of proficiency, the
method suggests what languages should be used in multilingual communication when machine translation services
exist. In order to calculate and suggest the best languages
to be used, MT quality and users’ language test scores, i.e.
TOEIC, TOEFL, have to be shared between Personal Agents
and an Optimizing Agent.
The original proposal made users hesitate to disclose
their test scores which might give a negative impression of
the service. Even though language scores do not represent
users, there are users that are not comfortable with sharing
their scores. As is true for other personal information, it
is important to protect test score confidentiality. The issue
of disclosing the test scores of every user has been raised
and there are many organizations that place importance on
the confidentiality of test scores. An example includes Education Testing Service (ETS), a non-profit organization that
administers international tests, including, TOEFL, TOEIC,
etc. ETS pays strict attention to confidentiality so private
and personal information, including score data, must be kept
confidential unless there is the informed consent of the individual is given. In the U.S., the Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act (FERPA) also requires that written permission from the students’ parent or eligible student be given
before releasing any data from a student’s record, except for
some special conditions [2]. We can infer that it is critical to
treat language test scores as confidential.
The issue with the previous version of the bestbalanced machine translation model is that distributing the
test scores to permit calculation violates confidentiality.
Calculating the best-balanced language combination has
specific procedures and its characteristic creates challenges
in protecting user privacy. Our research problem is how
to calculate the best-balanced language set without disclosing nor distributing language scores from each user’s
PersonalAgent(PA), the agent who deals with each user’s
personal data and activities.
Multi-agent systems and decentralization oﬀer a great
many applications. They have been used not only for general problem solving [3], [4], but also for private information protection [5], [6]. With multi-agent systems and data
encryption, we can introduce secure computing into human
agent interaction. As far as we can tell, this study is the first
trial to apply secure computation to a multilingual communication support system. In this paper, we propose a solution
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that protects test score data privacy from disclosure by user’s
PA while retaining the language optimization based on bestbalanced machine translation. Our main solution is to divide the calculation tasks into small pieces and distribute
optimization tasks among diﬀerent types of agents and use
data encryption to support human-human communication;
the original method uses one agent for optimization in order to hide sensitive data from all other agents. With this
solution, our main contribution is to introduce a multi-agent
system with secure computing to multilingual communication with privacy protection.
2.

Related Work

Several studies use agents to support human-human communication in various ways. Agents are used to support remote
collaboration; for example Vartiainen et al. [7] proposed the
concept of a mobile tele-presence robot to support collaboration. Some research tackles agents for group discussion
and meeting support. A researcher group [8] tried to create a conversational interface that allows agents and people
to communicate smoothly by studying head movements in
multi-party meetings. Another group [9] aimed at building
an agent that can participate in group discussions to improve
the communication skill of users; they proposed a model
to determine attention targets for the agent in group discussions.
Each existing paper focuses on diﬀerent parts of support for collaboration, including user experience and conversation training. Our work, however, focuses on using
a multi-agent system to support intercultural collaboration
and multilingual communication with strong user data privacy. In this paper, we use multiple agents to create a
privacy-aware system that can select the languages to be
used by each user by combining the existing concept of bestbalanced machine translation with secure computation techniques.
Since private and personal data must be protected while
still allowing it to be processed with some other data, various method have been proposed that make use of the data
without violating data privacy. Jian and Bhandare [10] proposed a method to preserve privacy based on min max normalization transformation in data mining.
K-anonymity [11] has been widely used to protect data
privacy, especially for data publication; it usually employs
data suppression and generalization. Since diﬀerent kinds
of data have diﬀerent characteristics, the calculations used
are varied. For example, test scores of students have their
own characteristic, Yi [12] proposed a method to publish
test scores in a location-based service while protecting students privacy protected by using K- anonymity. Some researchers use cryptography techniques to protect user’s privacy. When the raw data is online, it can leak. Many studies using encryption to protect data confidentiality. Popa
et al. [13] proposed CryptDB, a system that uses encrypted
database queries to protect sensitive data. They execute SQL
queries over encrypted data and also link encryption keys to

user passwords so even the database admin cannot access
the data.
Besides protecting user’s data, Yokoo et al. [6] proposed a method to protect the private information by using
multi-party techniques. Their method utilizes a public key
encryption scheme that allows the information to be computed cooperatively but blocks any link back to the agents.
There exist various methods to protect data privacy
while making use of the data. However, each method suits
only specific types of data and specific situations, for instance data suppression is suitable for some data publication
processes but not those that need to process real or specific
data. None of the stated methods is suitable to keep language score data private while enabling best-balanced calculation. The challenge is that using only data encryption
and decryption or purely secure computation is not enough
to hide user scores from the other agents, since the processes
of calculation are fairly complex and there is some chance
that an agent can guess user language levels.
3. Best-Balanced Machine Translation
Since language diﬀerences are one of the biggest barriers
in inter-cultural collaboration, MT has been used in multilingual communication in various projects and for diﬀerent
purposes, from non-profit, research, to for profit use [14].
Our original published work [1], showed that the best balance machine translation makes the best use of both MT
services and human language skill.
MT can cause communication balance problems. For
example, Fig. 1 displays the diﬃcult situation possible in
multilingual communication. Given a simple conversation
between user j with good English skill and user i with limited English skill, choosing the best communication method
is not complicated. Using MT is a good option as one of
the users cannot communicate well in English. Later, user
k with fair English skill joins the conversation, it becomes
more diﬃcult to determine the best method of communication. It is possible to use a shared foreign language, English, MT, or a combination of both options. If English is
used as the medium for this conversation, it might cause difficulties for user i whose English skill is limited. Using MT
could be a good alternative. However, the other two partici-

Fig. 1

Situation when BBMT could be useful.
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pants have good enough English skill to communicate which
might yield better results than using MT.
English skill that considered includes WritingS kill(WS)
and ReadingS kill(RS ), normalized to the range of 0 to 1.
English skills were measured using normalized standard test
scores from TOEIC, TOEFL, or IELTS. Test scores were
converted into Common European Framework of Reference
for Languages(CEFR) [15] which is an international standard for English language ability. CEFR has six levels:
A1(Basic), A2(Basic), B1(Independent), B2(Independent),
C1(Proficient), and C2(Proficient). Score conversion is done
with data from ETS [16] for TOEIC and TOEFL and data
from Cambridge assessment [15] for IELTS. The conversion
matrix used for our calculation is as follows: 1 for C1 and
above, 0.75 for B2, 0.5 for B1, 0.25 for A2, and 0 for A1
and lower. If the user does not have complete score data;
for example if the user has TOEIC reading and listening test
scores, but did not take the TOEIC writing test, the overall
score is used to estimate the missing score
The original method requires user language skill or
scores to be sent from each user’s PersonalAgent to the
OptimizingAgent; MT service quality levels are taken from
the Language Grid [17] and used compute the optimal language set. After sharing the information and calculation results, the OptimizingAgent can suggest to each user what
language is the best to optimize the quality of messages
(QoM), using given the known user language skills and MT
quality.
To compute the the optimal language set, first, a list
of language combinations is made by the OptimizingAgent
from the languages each user knows. If there are three users
and each user can speak two languages as in Fig. 1, there
are eight possible combinations. Let ja, ko, and zh represent Japanese Korean, and Chinese language, respectively.
Under the assumption that English can be used by everyone to some degree, possible combinations, C1 to C8 for the
communication of the three users are as follows:
C1 = ( ja, ko, zh), C2 = ( ja, ko, en), C3 = ( ja, en, zh),
C4 = ( ja, en, en), C5 = (en, ko, zh), C6 = (en, ko, en), C7 =
(en, en, zh), C8 = (en, en, en)
The values in the bracket are the languages of the first
user, the second user, and the third user respectively.
If there are n users, each combination consists of
n(n − 1)/2 QoM pairs. For example, C1 consists of threeaveraged QoM pairs (AvgQoM) including (ja, ko), (ko, zh),
and (zh, ja). C1 utilizes three pairs or six of MT services, including (MT ja,ko , MT ko, ja ), (MT ko,zh , MT zh,ko ), and
(MT zh, ja , MT ja,zh ). The Optimizing agent calculates the
QoM. QoM(Pi , MT i, j , P j ) represents the quality of the message that user Pi who used language Li sends to user P j , who
uses language L j via a machine translation service MT i, j .
MT i, j represents MT service that translates messages from
language Li to language L j . We consider the input language
writing skill of the message sender, machine translation accuracy of MT i, j , and output language reading skill of the
message receiver. QoM(Pi , MT i, j , P j ) can be calculated as
follows:

ALGORITHM 1: Best-balance machine translation

1
2
3
4

5

6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Input : Pi : User i (1 <= i <= N, n is the number of users)
Li : Language i used by user Pi
WS (Pi , Li ): Writing skill of Pi when using language Li
RS (Pi ,Li ) : Reading skill of Pi when using language Li
MT Q(MT i j ) : MT accuracy in translating from Li to Lj
Output: Best-balanced language combination BBC
Generate the set of all possible language combinations LC
forall language combination C k in LC do
forall language pair < Li Lj > in C k do
QoM(Pi , MT ij , Pj ) ←
WS (Pi , Li ) × MT Q(MT i,j ) × RS (Pj , Lj );
QoM(Pj , MT ji , Pi ) ←
WS (Pj , Lj ) × MT Q(MT j,i ) × RS (Pi , Li );
AvgQoM ij ←
(QoM(Pi , MT ji , Pj ) + QoM(Pj , MT ji , Pi ))/2;
end
end
Acquire the set of Pareto optimal language combination PLC;
m ← number of acquired language combinations in PLC;
if m = 1 then
BBC ← the only language combination in PLC;
else
forall Pareto optimal language combination Ck in PLC do
Compute the variance between each AvgQoM in Ck ;
end
BBC ← language combination with minimum variance;
end

QoM(Pi , MT i, j , P j ) = writing skill(Pi , Li )×
MT Q(i, j)×
reading skill(P j , L j )

(1)

This model shows that the writing skill of the sender,
reading skill of the receiver and accuracy of machine translation impact message the quality of message. Therefore,
selecting the most appropriate language pair is critical.
Since the QoM indicate the one way quality of message, QoM from user Pi to P j and the QoM from user
P j to Pi could be diﬀerent. To select languages for the
best-balanced communication channel, average values of
the QoMs from both sides (AvgQoM) are used in the computation as shown in Algorithm 1.
To further illustrate best balance language combination
selection, an example is shown in Table 1. Each combination has three AvgQoM values, calculated for each communication channel (each pair of users) using Eq. (1). AvgQoM
in the table is the example value from the original work and
is used to simply explain the process of calculation. The best
balance combination in this case is C4 , which is the only
Pareto optimal combination. A combination is called Pareto
optimal when it is impossible to make a better AvgQoM,
without making another AvgQoM worse.
In many cases, there could be more than one Pareto
optimal combination. The best-balanced combination can
be determined by using variance to evaluate the diﬀerences
among the AvgQoMs. Lower diﬀerence indicates higher
conversation equality.
This computation procedure makes it necessary to for-
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Table 1
Combination
/User

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8

i→j

An example of AvgQoMtable.

j→i

ja→zh zh→ja
0.7125
ja→en en→ja
0.7906
ja→zh zh→ja
0.7125
ja→en en→ja
0.7906
en→zh zh→en
0.4047
en→en en→en
0.75
en→zh zh→en
0.4047
en→en en→en
0.75

j→k

k→j

zh→ko ko→zh
0.5406
en→ko ko→en
0.625
zh→en en→zh
0.5703
en→en en→en
0.875
zh→ko ko→zh
0.5406
en→ko ko→en
0.625
zh→en en→zh
0.5703
en→en en→en
0.875

k→i

i→k

ko→ja ja→ko
0.7719
ko→ja ja→ko
0.7719
en→ja ja→en
0.7906
en→ja ja→en
0.7906
ko→en en→ko
0.4688
ko→en en→ko
0.4688
en→en en→en
0.5
en→en en→en
0.5

ward users’ language scores to the OptimizingAgent to compute QoM.
4.

Privacy-Aware Best-Balanced Machine Translation

Fig. 2 Interactions and data sharing among agents in privacy-aware
BBMT calculation.

ALGORITHM 2: Firstphrase AvgQoMCalculation

4.1 Agents and Their Roles
In this section, we propose a multi-agent system to optimize the languages that could yield the best balance in
MT mediated communication. Our method includes three
types of agent, PersonalAgent, ProcessManagingAgent,
and S electionAgent, rather than just the PersonalAgents
and OptimizingAgent of the original method. Tasks done by
the OptimizingAgent in the original method are distributed
among all agents. The major functions of this system are
secured AvgQoMcalculation done by PersonalAgents, and
key handling and secure language combination selection by
the S electionAgent. ProcessManagingAgent does the remaining tasks that cannot be done by the other two agents
for security reasons, including creating language combinations and managing the data. In this section, we describe the
agents we introduce and their roles using the role schema
from Gaia methodology [18]. The role schemas include protocols, which are linked to the activities and interactions.
Activities are tasks done by the agent itself, without interaction, and are underlined. The interactions among agents are
shown in Fig. 2. The arrows on the diagram represent data
transmission among the three diﬀerent types of agents, including function name, links to the agent role schemas (data
sent is shown in the parentheses).
4.1.1

Personal Agent

In the original calculation, AvgQoM is calculated by one single agent so this agent needs to see every user’s score. User’s
personal computer, or the PersonalAgent is not involved in
the calculation. In this proposal, the PersonalAgent is responsible for the user’s data and takes part in computing

1

2

3

Input : I pId, Li, L j, MT QL jLi , nextAgentId
Output: EncryptedWS , EncryptedRS
Calculate
EncryptedWS = MT QLiL j ∗ Encrypt(WS PiLi );
Calculate
EncryptedRS = MT QL jLi ∗ Encrypt(RS PiLi );
Request S econdPhrase −
AvGQoMCalculation(lpId, EncryptedRS , EncryptedWS , L j)
to PersonalAgent of the language pair whose
id = nextAgentId ;

AvgQoM, so user’s score is not sent to any other agent.
To calculate AvgQoMwithout disclosing user language
score, encryption is used and the calculation is done by two
PersonalAgents, the score owners. Each AvgQoM consists
of two parts; FirstPhraseAvgQoMCalculation done
by the PersonalAgent of the first score owner and
S econdPhraseAvgQoMCalculation
done
by
the
PersonalAgent of the second score owner. The following
procedure is used where the number in parenthesis indicates
the process in Fig. 2.
The first calculation is decided and requested by
ProcessManagingAgent(PMA). The first agent encrypts its
user writingskill(WS ) and readingskill(RS ) of the requested
language Li and multiplied by given MT quality score
(MT Q). After the first calculation is done, the first agent requests the second calculation to the next agent identified earlier by PMA using encrypted reading skill(EncryptedRS )
and encrypted writing skill(EncryptedWS ).
The second agent also encrypts its own RS and multiplies it by first agent’s EncryptedWS and encrypts its
WS then multiplies the results by the first agent’s EncryptedRS. After both calculation phrases are executed,
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ALGORITHM 3: Secondphrase AvgQoMCalculation
1

2

Input : I pId, EncryptedWS , EncryptedRS
Output: EncryptedAvgQoM
Calculate EncryptedAvgQoM =
(EncryptedWS ∗ Encrypt(RS U jL j ) +
EncryptedRS ∗ Encrypt(WS U jL j ))/2 ;
Send
Noti f yEncryptedAvgQoM(lpId, EncryptedAvgQoM)
to Process Managing Agent;

Fig. 4

Fig. 3

Role schema of PersonalAgent.

the second agent sends the encrypted AvgQoM back to the
ProcessManagingAgent with reference I pId.
4.1.2

Selection Agent

Selection agent creates a public key for encryption and
a private key for decryption. When a PersonalAgent
joins the system and requests a public key, S electionAgent
sends a public key to the PersonalAgent.
In this
system, PersonalAgents use a public key for secured
AvgQoM calculation and S electionAgent has both public
key and private key; ProcessManagingAgent has no key.
The keys are handled by S electionAgent because when
an agent knows the raw value of AvgQoM and knows who
AvgQoMbelongs to, it is possible to guess the value of user
scores. For example, if the AvgQoM between user i and
user j is very low, the agent who knows the AvgQoM can
imply that machine translation quality is low and that both
user i and user j have low skill in that particular language. S electionAgent can see both encrypted AvgQoMs
and AvgQoMs, but this agent does not know who owns
which AvgQoM since all the encrypted AvgQoMs are forwarded from ProcessManagingAgent in QoMT able, a table contains all encrypted or decrypted AvgQoM, without
any information about user, PersonalAgent, or combination.
4.1.3

Role schema of S electionAgent.

Process Managing Agent

This agent generates tables and creates language combinations based on user languages as notified by PersonalAgent.

Fig. 5

Role schema of ProcessManagingAgent.

It can see the encrypted AvgQoMs data from PersonalAgents,
but without decryption key, it is unable to determine the real
AvgQoM values. It also handles index, as reference codes,
to distribute calculations and selection tasks and to keep
S electionAgent from linking its data back to any user or
combination of users.
4.1.4

Computation Flow

When a user joins this system, her/his PersonalAgent
sends a request for a public key to S electionAgent(S A).
Upon receiving the request, S A sends the public key to
the PersonalAgent. Each PersonalAgent also notifies
ProcessManagingAgent when it joins the system with its id
called agentId, and the languages that its user can employ,
displayed as languages Li and L j .
Upon receiving the notification, ProcessManagingAgent
receives the notification, the agent creates a table called
Combination Table which contains all possible language
combinations based on users’ usable languages. Each row
contains an ID called combinationID, username and language of each user. For example, (i, Li), ( j, L j) is a language
combination for user i using language Li and user j using
language L j to communicate. In case, the third user, user k,
who speaks language Lk joins, one of the possible combinations would be (i, Li ), ( j, L j ), (k, Lk ).
When there are 2 users and both user i and user j can
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Table 2

An example of combination table.

Combination ID
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9

Language and User
(i, L1 ), ( j, L1 )
(i, L1 ), ( j, L2 )
(i, L1 ), ( j, L3 )
(i, L2 ), ( j, L1 )
(i, L2 ), ( j, L2 )
(i, L2 ), ( j, L3 )
(i, L3 ), ( j, L1 )
(i, L3 ), ( j, L2 )
(i, L3 ), ( j, L3 )

use languages L1 , L2 , and L3 , the combination table will
contain information as shown in Table 2. The total number of combinations equals the number of language(s) used
by user i multiplied by the number of language(s) used by
user j. If there are more than two users, the multiplication
continues to the number of languages used by the third user,
fourth user, until the last user language(s) is(are) considered.
Next, ProcessManagingAgent also creates a blank
QoMT able to store encrypted AvgQoM when received. The
table height equals the heights of Combination Table and
the table width is equal n ∗ (n − 1)/2 when n is the number
of users. This table will store encrypted AvgQoM values for
each link between pairs of agents. If there are three users,
there are three links among the users, including links between user i and user j, between user i and user k, and between user j and user k. Thus there will be three encrypted
AvgQoMs for each combination.
Besides Combination Table and QoMT able, the
ProcessManagingAgent also creates LanguagePairList,
including language pairs whose AvgQoM needed to be calculated. A language pair is a pair of language that allow two users to communicate. For example (i, L1 ), ( j, L1 )
is a language pair when both user i and j can use language L1 to communicate. When there are two users, this
Language Pair List contains all the language pairs in the
CombinationT able, but when there are three or more users,
some language pairs in the CombinationT able are redundant, and only unique redundant language pairs appear in
the Language Pair List. For three-user communication, each
combination contains three language pairs including the language pairs of user i and user j, user i and user k, user j and
user k. Each language pair in this list also has an ID called
I pId generated by the ProcessManagingAgent, in order to
link the language pair with its location in QoMT able.
Every language pair in the LanguagePairList needs to
have AvgQoM calculated, so the ProcessManagingAgent,
sends one message per on language pair in the list to the first
PersonalAgents of the pair. The ProcessManagingAgent
also has a list of machine translation quality or
MT Q. MT Q(Li , L j ) values representing machine translation quality translating from language Li to language L j.
For instance, for the language pair
(i, Li ), ( j, L j ), the ProcessManagingAgent sends a message to PersonalAgenti, requesting for the first phrase of
AvgQoMcalculation. This message includes I pId of the

pair, language Li , language L j , MT Q(Li L j ), MT Q(L j Li ) and
the nextAgentId which is the identification of the second
agent in the language pair.
When the PersonalAgent of user Pi receives
the request for AvgQoMcalculation, it calculates
Encryptedwritingskill(EncryptedWS ) by using the public key to encrypt the value of user i’s writing skill in
language Li or WS (Pi Li )), then multiplies the value by
MT Q(Li L j ). Encryptedreadingskill(EncryptedRS ) is calculated by encrypting user i’s reading skill of language Li or
RS (Pi Li ) multiplied by MT Q(Li L j ). Both EncryptedWS
and EncryptedRS are encrypted values and need the private
key, held only by the S electionAgent, to read the real values.
Hence, there is no agent can read the pure data of this value,
since this data is not sent to the S electionAgent either.
After the first calculation part is done by the first
PersonalAgent PAi , the first agent sends a request for the
second calculation to the second PersonalAgent PA j of the
language pair. The message includes I pId, EncryptedWS ,
EncryptedRS , and Language L j. When the second agent
receives the request, it calculates Encrypted AvgQoMby using the public key to encrypt and multiply own reading skill
of language L j (RS U jL j ) to EncryptedWS and own writing
skill of language L j (WS U jL j ) by EncryptedRS , then average these values. This whole process of calculation also
needs the public key and the result value is an encrypted
value of AvgQoM called EncryptedAvgQoM. When the
calculation is done, the second agent of the language pair
sends EncryptedAvgQoM together with the reference I pId
back to the ProcessManagingAgent.
Processmanagingagent
collects
Encrypted
AvgQoMvalues from PersonalAgents and enters them
into previously created QoMT able based on IpId. The
QoMT able has no index that allows reference to any combination or user. The ProcessManagingAgent sends this
QoMT able to S electionAgent.
Selection agent selects the Best balance row by, first,
decrypting the encrypted AvgQoMs to pure AvgQoMs with
its private key, then select the row that has Pareto optimal
value. After decryption, S electionAgent can see the only
numbers on the table, there is no reference to any combination or user. If there are several Pareto optimal roles,
this agent calculates the variance among the values in the
Pareto optimal roles, and selects the row with the least variance as Best − balancedRow. After that, S electionAgent
sends the index of the Best − balancedRow back to the
ProcessManagingAgent.
After ProcessManagingAgent receives the row index,
it uses the row index to search for the information to see
which language combination is linked to the Best balance
row and what language each user should use in that combination. It notifies each PersonalAgent of the recommended
language for that user based on the best-balanced combination selected.
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5.

PersonalAgent(s). The worst case in terms of information security is when there are only two users and each user
speaks only one language. S electionAgent knows the pure
or decrypted AvgQoMvalue which is calculated by the following equation.

Discussion

5.1 Security Argument
In this section, we discuss privacy protection. The information that we are trying to protect here is user language
score(s) held by each PersonalAgent, including reading
skill and writing skill of its user. In addition to user language
skills, AvgQoM should also be treated as fairly sensitive information. An agent who knows the AvgQoM owners of low
AvgQoM, can guess that both user scores are low. Thus
another security requirement is, any agent that knows pure
AvgQoMvalue must not know which agents’ skills were
used to calculate the value.
We investigate situations when each agent, one by one,
acts as an adversary that wants to violate user privacy, given
the information known to that agent, called its view. The
view of an agent is all the information that is visible to that
agent, including the information it owns, and information
from the other agents or the other source, see Table 3. Information that each agent owns or created by itself is underlined. Information without underline is information received
from other agents. We assume that each agent is Honest-butCurious(HbC). HbC agents follow the steps of the protocol
but try to learn as much information as possible [19].
When we consider the PersonalAgent of user i, or
PAi , as an HbC adversary, PAi should get no information
about another PersonalAgent’s private information other
than what is trivially derivable from its own input and the
final language outcome. From PersonalAgent’s view in Table 3, data related to another agent, PA j , is encrypted, including EncryptedRS and EncryptedWS , hence no private
information leaks to PA j .
Considering S electionAgent as an HbC adversary,
we try to prove that, given the view of the protocol,
there is no way for this agent to recover the inputs from
Table 3

View of each agent

Process ManagPersonal Agent (PA) Selection Agent ing Agent (PMA)
View
(SA) View
View
-Public and
-Combination
-Own language data
private key
Table
-Public key for
-Decrypted
-QoM Table
encryption
AvgQoMs
-Best balanced
row index
-Some MTQ
-All MTQ
in QoMT able
-Encrypted RS and -User(s) joined the -User(s) joined the
Encrypted WS
system
system
-Suggested
-All encrypted
language to be
AvgQoM in the
-User language(s)
used
QoM table
-All encrypted
AvgQoM
-Best balanced
row index
in QoMT able

AvgQoM(Pi , MT i, j , P j ) = {[(WS (Pi , Li ) × MT Q(i, j)×
RS (P j , L j )] + [WS (P j , L j )×
MT Q( j, i) × RS (Pi , Li )]}/2

(2)

In this equation, there are 6 variables unknown to
S electionAgent, so we can make an information theoretic
argument that, S electionAgent cannot recover the scores
from each PersonalAgent. However, in reality when each
user speaks only one language, there is no need to look
for the best-balanced language combination from the beginning. AvgQoM and all language scores obviously should
be high since everybody use her/his native language. But
when user(s) speak more than one language, the complexity
barrier is even higher for S electionAgent, since it does not
know whose data and what language each AvgQoM linked
to, as the QoMT able, sent from ProcessManagingAgent,
contains only EncryptedAvgQoM values. The QoMT able
contains no user data, PersonalAgent data, or language
combination data. With regard to ProcessManagingAgent,
if this agent gets plain AvgQoM, it implies violation of semantic security.
However, all AvgQoM
values seen by ProcessManagingAgent are encrypted
and this agent does not have the private key for
decryption.
Hence, ProcessManagingAgent cannot
violate the semantic security.
Moreover, if there
are two EncryptedAvgQoMs that link to the best −
balancedRowindices, and ProcessManagingAgent can
identify which value is associated with which index, there is
a violation of encryption indistinguishability. However, different EncryptedAvgQoMs, such as higher AvgQoM in the
Best − balancedrow, can also give the same best-balanced
index result. As a result, encryption indistinguishability is
not violated.
Using the view of each agent of the protocol, we can
conclude that, this protocol satisfies our privacy-protection
objective. However, some actions that lead to information
leakage cannot be prevented. Natural leakage of information could happen, regardless of how secure the system is.
Even though the system is ideally trusted and secured, the
leakage is going to happen unavoidably and naturally. In
our case, when a malicious PersonalAgent joins the system
numerous times, it could change its data input little by little,
and look for a corresponding change in recommended language result. This might allow the PersonalAgent to guess
the level of language ability of another user, especially when
there are only two users in the system.
5.2

Implementation

Privacy protection can be proved via the security argument,
however, it cannot prove that the new proposed method
can be processed successfully and yield the same result as
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the original proposal. To examine the computation result,
we implemented the privacy-aware version on a MacBook
Pro(15-inch, 2017) with Intel Core i7 2.9GHz and 16GB
Memory. The program is run on one process per user on the
same machine and connected them over network protocol
(UDP). We found that this version gave the same results as
the original BBMT for the same inputs.
The proposal has longer calculation time when there
are many users and each user speaks many languages due
to combinatorial explosion. However, in real settings, bestbalanced machine translation is created to be used for multilingual chat and is normally used by 3-4 users where each
user speaks 2-3 languages. Thus the real computation time
is acceptable. For instance, with 4 users, each speaking 2-3
languages, our computer took around 1.8 seconds to finish
the calculation needed by our proposal.
To meet diﬀerent implementation environments, some
adjustments might be needed. While some encryption algorithms, which oﬀer fully homomorphic encryption, allow multiplication of two encrypted values. However, this
technology is relatively new and only available when implemented on C++. Many encryption algorithms, such as
Paillier, do not support multiplication of encrypted values
but support the multiplication of one encrypted value and a
raw value. In this case, instead of encrypting reading skill
and writing skill, encrypting machine translation quality and
multiply by own reading skill and own writing skill could be
an option.

6.

Conclusion

The original method of calculating best-balanced machine
translation combinations requires users to disclose their language test scores. Since there are some users who do not
wish to share their language scores, language scores should
be treated as private information. This paper proposed a protocol to compute best-balanced language combination without disclosing user’s language scores. We combined cryptography techniques and a multi-agent system to create a
3-agent-type system with a privacy-aware protocol, since
existing privacy protection methods are not suitable for implementing best-balanced machine translation. Our method
enables the calculation for the best-balanced language recommendation while ensuring the privacy of language scores.
This was confirmed by a rigorous security argument.
Our contribution is to introduce secure computation to
protect user’s private information in multilingual collaboration, as we aim to emphasize the importance of user’s
data privacy in human-computer interaction and computermediated intercultural collaboration. Because it is significant to treat test scores confidential, as they are user private
information, our proposal ensures that user language scores
will not be disclosed except for natural leakage, which is
unavoidable.
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